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Product description
The Cross Section Divider (CSD) is a complete unit which can be used in a
large range of intralogistics systems and manufacturing applications that
include product handling. Typical applications range from right-angle transfer
of products, product sorting, 180-degree turns in conveyor systems and many
more. The CSD is a very compact module that allows easy integration in
nearly any automated conveyor system.

Working principle
The CSD consists of three E-rollers. A motor for driving the transport rollers,
one motor for driving the flat belts or wheels and a single motor for the lift.
When the lift is lowered, packages can be transferred with the transport
rollers. If a package should make a 90-degree turn, it is stopped on the CSD,
the lift is raised and the flat belts or wheels are activated allowing the product
to move sideways as shown in the image below. In turn, it is also possible to
use the CSD in opposite direction, where a package is loaded on the flat belts
or wheels, the lift is lowered, and it will continue to transfer over the rollers.
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CROSS SECTION DIVIDER

Wheel or belt
Depending on the application of the CSD, wheel or belt cartridges can be
chosen. The wheels are the most durable option, with the least wear and tear.
When you need to transport medium sized boxes or crates with flat bottom
surfaces the wheel cartridges are the best choice. Also, the wheels can handle
more weight and lateral force, making it more robust.
The belt cartridges can be chosen when packages of low weights and small
sizes are used, such as envelopes or small boxes. Furthermore, the belts are
more suitable for irregular surfaces like bags.
Please contact NDW for support regarding the choice for wheels or belts or to
plan a visit in our testing centre in Eindhoven.
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Components
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1

E-roller for transport rollers

2

Poly-v belts

3

Slave rollers

4

Dummy cartridge

5

Belt/wheel cartridge*

6

E-roller for flat belts or wheels

7

E-roller for lift

8

Lift sensors

9

Lift crossbar

10

Lift slave roller

11

Main body
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* Option choose belt or wheel

Dimensions and mounting
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Top and side mounting
(M8 Internal thread)

Key features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible build dimensions
Compatible for small packages or irregular product surfaces
Fast transfer rate
Constructed with standard NDW E-rollers and controllers
Easy to integrate with 4 simple IO signals for
“left”, “right”, “straight”, and “back”
No programming of internal lift required

Technical Data
Rated voltage
Input frequency
Supply current (max load)
Power consumption (Max)
Ambient temperature in operation
Integrated NDW controllers
Integrated NDW E-rollers
Diameter E-rollers: Belt and transport
Integrated proximity sensors for lift positioning

230Vac (Integrated PSU to 24Vdc)
47 - 63Hz
0.7A (1)
150W (1)
0 °C to +40 °C, non-condensing
2x BP120 IP65
3x E-roller
Rollers: 50 mm; Lift 60 mm
2

Stall protection for integrated E-rollers

Yes

Overvoltage protection for integrated E-rollers

Yes

Protection rate rollers

IP54

Protection rate CSD module

IP20

Dimensions (configurable)

Number of transport rollers (configurable)

Length: 550 (min) / 850 (max) mm
Width: 500 (min) / 750 (max) mm
Height: 213 mm
9 (default)

Number of flat belts or wheels (configurable)

4 (default)

Speed transport rollers

0.20 - 1.00 m/s

Maximum speed flat belts or wheels

0.10 - 0.50 m/s

Cable length 230Vac

5m

Typical transfer capacity

1000 products/hour (²)

Maximum weight of transported good

30 kg (²)

Level difference between roller and flat belts or wheels

7.5 mm

Integrated sensor to stop products on CSD

No

Minimum dimensions transported good

200x200 mm

Surface finish of CSD module

Galvanized steel (default) or powder coated
(optional)

1. Actual current is depended on the conditions of the application, such as actual load, section length, slope etc. A very short
current peak of <40ms will occur during startup of the E-roller.
2. Actual transport capacity and maximum weight depends on CSD dimensions, set speeds, type and weight of conveyed good.
Custom CSD configurations and dimensions are available on request.

Scope of delivery
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CSD module, including the following:
Sensors (up/down, labeled)
3 motor cables (labeled)
Not included:
Stop position sensor (for stopping a package on the CSD)
CSD cabinet, including the following cables:
5m 230V cable with EU cable plug
Sensor cables (up/down, labeled)
3 motor extension cables (labeled)
Not included:
8-pin I/O cable for connection to PLC

Control cabinet external connections
Outside the control cabinet various connectors can be found. These are used
for connecting the CSD sensors and the communication lines to the main
cabinet. In the image below the purpose of each connector is shown:
Motor lift
Sensor up
Sensor down

Motor rollers

230Vac power1
I/O rollers2

Motor belts
1 - The cable 230Vac comes from a power source.
2 - The cable I/O comes from an extern control unit (example the clients PLC).
Note: the picture can differ from the real-life connections. Always use the corresponding electrical
documentation

Cabinet mounting

600,00 ±0,50

380,00 ±0,50

400,00 ±0,50
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580,00 ±0,50

Technical data in table above are for typical CSDs. Custom CSD configurations and dimensions are
available on request.

